We show that there are two distinct obstacles to an efficient classical simulation of a general quantum circuit. The first obstacle, which has been well-studied, is the difficulty of efficiently estimating the probability associated with a particular measurement outcome. We show that this alone does not determine whether a quantum circuit can be efficiently simulated. The second obstacle is that, in general, there can be an exponential number of 'relevant' outcomes that are needed for an accurate simulation, and so efficient simulation may not be possible even in situations where the probabilities of individual outcomes can be efficiently estimated. We show that these two obstacles are distinct, overcoming the former obstacle being necessary but not sufficient for simulability whilst overcoming the pair is jointly sufficient for simulability. Specifically, we prove that a family of quantum circuits is efficiently simulable if it satisfies two properties: one related to the efficiency of Born rule probability estimation, and the other related to the sparsity of the outcome distribution. We then prove a pair of hardness results (using standard complexity assumptions and a variant of a commonly-used average case hardness conjecture), where we identify families of quantum circuits that satisfy one property but not the other, and for which efficient simulation is not possible. To prove our results, we consider a notion of simulation of quantum circuits that we call -simulation. This notion is less stringent than exact sampling and is now in common use in quantum hardness proofs.
I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS
Which quantum processes can be efficiently simulated using classical resources is a fundamental and longstanding problem [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Research in this area can be split into two broad classes: results showing the hardness of efficient classical simulation for certain quantum processes, and the development of efficient classical algorithms for simulating other quantum processes. Recently, there has been substantial activity on both sides of this subject. Works on boson sampling [7] , instantaneous quantum polynomial (IQP) circuits [8, 9] , various translationally invariant spin models [10, 11] , quantum Fourier sampling [12] , one clean qubit (also known as DQC1) circuits [13, 14] , chaotic quantum circuits [15] and conjugated Clifford circuits [16] have focused on showing the difficulty of classically simulating these quantum circuits. On the other hand, there has been substantial recent progress in classically simulating various elements of quantum systems including matchgate circuits with generalized inputs and measurements [17] , circuits with positive quasi-probabilistic representations [18, 19] , stabilizer circuits supplemented with a small number of T gates [20] , stabilizer circuits with small coherent local errors [21] , noisy IQP circuits [22] , noisy boson sampling circuits [23] , low negativity magic state injection in the fault tolerant circuit model [24] , quantum circuits with polynomial bounded negativity [25] , Abelian-group normalizer circuits [26, 27] and certain circuits with computationally tractable states and sparse output distributions [28] . In addition, there has been some work on using small quantum systems to simulate larger quantum systems [29] as well as using noisy quantum systems to simulate ideal ones [30] .
One of the most commonly used mathematical model for the concept of a "computational problem" is a decision problem. In this case, the task is to decide whether a given input bit string belongs to one of two classes. In quantum language, the result of the computation will thus be determined by the outcome of a binary measurement. A classical simulation of a quantum process that solves a decision problem then corresponds to estimating the Born rule probability of this binary outcome. However, it has been increasingly appreciated that this model may be too narrow: local measurements on many-body quantum systems produce probabilistic results that lie in an outcome space that grows exponentially with the number of particles. This situation is modeled more naturally as a sampling problem, and indeed, this problem class has received growing attention recently (see, for example, Refs. [11, 15, 16, 31] ) and has been argued to be a promising avenue for first experimental demonstrations of a quantum advantage. Analyzing the notion of "classical simulation" for sampling problems turns out to be much more subtle than for decision problems, and a number different definitions are used in the literature. The purpose of this work is to describe a arXiv:1712.02806v2 [quant-ph] 22 Jun 2018 framework for analyzing classical simulations of quantum sampling problems. In particular, we show that the ability to estimate Born rule probabilities is no longer sufficient for simulability.
A. Outline of our main results
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Admits a poly-box?
Is poly-sparse?
A classical computer can not efficiently sample from distributions close to the output distributions of this circuit family.
A classical computer can efficiently sample from distributions close to the output distributions of this circuit family.
There is strong evidence that this category contains families of circuits that a classical computer can not efficiently approximately sample from. An arbitrary family of quantum circuits C can be categorized (relative to classical computers) in terms of its computational power with respect to solving decision problems or sampling problems. We give examples of circuits families in these categories. Here, C * univ , C * ST AB , C * P olyN and C * IQP refer to the following families of circuits: universal circuits, stabilizer circuits, circuits with polynomially bounded negativity and IQP circuits respectively. The circuit families Ce and CP ROD are discussed in some detail in sections IV A and III C 2 respectively. The presence of a superscripts represent an upper bound on the number of qubits to be measured.
Definining -simulation.
In Section II, we introduce and discuss a precise notion of efficient simulation, which we call -simulation. Related notions of simulation have been used in prior works, e.g., in Refs. [7, 9, 20] in the context of hardness or existence of classical simulators. Essentially, we say that an algorithm can −simulate a family of quantum circuits, if for any > 0, it can sample from a distribution that is -close in L 1 -norm to the true output distribution of the circuit, and if the algorithm runs in time polynomial in 1/ and in the number of qubits. We provide an operational meaning for this notion by showing that "possessing an -simulator" for a family of circuits is equivalent to demanding that even a computationally omnipotent referee cannot efficiently distinguish the simulator's outputs from that of the target circuit family.
Theorem 1.
Bob has an -simulator of Alice's quantum computer if and only if given the hypothesis testing scenario considered in Sec. II C there exists a strategy for Bob which jointly achieves indistinguishability and efficiency.
2. Efficient outcome estimation: the poly-box.
In Section III, we consider the question of whether the quantum probability associated with a particular outcome of a quantum circuit can be efficiently estimated. We introduce the notion of a poly-box, which is a device that computes an additive polynomial precisions estimate of the quantum probability (or marginal probability) associated with a specific outcome of a quantum circuit.
We give three examples of poly-boxes. The first one is an estimator based on Monte Carlo sampling techniques applied to a quasiprobability representation. This follows the work of Ref. [25] , where the it was found that the efficiency of this estimator depends on the amount of "negativity" in the quasiprobability description of the quantum circuit. We then consider the family of circuits C PROD , for which the n-qubit input state ρ is an arbitrary product state (with potentially exponential negativity), transformations consist of Clifford unitary gates, and measurements are of k ≤ n qubits in the computational basis. We present an explicit classical poly-box for C PROD in Section III. As a third example, we also outline a construction of a classical poly-box for Instantaneous Quantum Polynomial-time (IQP) circuits C IQP based on the work of Ref. [32] .
From estimation to simulation.
Previous work on simulation of quantum circuits has primarily focussed on decision problems, where estimating the probability of a single binary outcome is sufficient for simulation. When considering sampling problems, however, it was not previously known in general whether efficient Born rule probability estimation can allow for -simulation. Being able to efficiently estimate the probability (or marginal probability) associated with any particular outcome does not necessarily allow for efficient simulation, because there may be an exponentially large number of outcomes that are relevant to the simulation. The second property of a quantum circuit we consider is whether the outcome distribution is sparse or not. The sparsity property measures "peakedness versus uniformness" of distributions and is related to the scaling of the smooth max-entropy of the output distributions of quantum circuits. Loosely, a poly-sparse quantum circuit can have its outcome probability distribution well approximated by specifying the probabilities associated with polynomially many of the most likely outcomes. We formalize this notion in Section IV.
Also in Section IV, we prove that, if a family of quantum circuits possesses a poly-box (allowing for efficient estimation of outcome probabilities) and satisfies a poly-sparsity condition on the outcome distribution, then this family of quantum circuits can be efficiently simulated.
Theorem 2. Let C be a family of quantum circuits with a corresponding family of probability distributions P. Suppose there exists a poly-box over C, and that P is poly-sparse. Then, there exists an -simulator of C.
We emphasize that the proof of this theorem is constructive, and allows for new simulation results for families of quantum circuits for which it was not previously known if they were efficiently simulable. As an example, our results can be straightforwardly used to show that Clifford circuits with sparse outcome distributions and with small amounts of local unitary (non-Clifford) noise, as described in Ref. [21] , are -simulable.
In Section IV, we also show that families of quantum circuits must admit a poly-box in order to be -simulable.
Theorem 3. If C is a family of quantum circuits that does not admit a poly-box algorithm, then C is not -simulable.
Hardness results.
Finally, in Section V, we prove that the poly-box requirements of Theorem 2 is on its own not sufficient for -simulability. The challenge to proving such a result is identifying a natural family of non-poly-sparse quantum circuits for which a poly-box exists but for which -simulation is impossible.
We prove that the family C PROD described above, which violates the poly-sparsity requirement, admits a poly-box. Then, by assuming a now commonly used "average case hardness" conjecture [7, 9, 10, 12, 16, 33] , we show that the ability to perform -simulation of C PROD implies the unlikely result that the polynomial hierarchy collapses to the third level. Loosely, this result suggests that there exist quantum circuits where the probability of any individual outcome (and marginals) can be efficiently estimated, but the system cannot be -simulated. Our hardness result closely follows the structure of several similar results, and in particular that of the IQP circuits result of Ref. [9] .
Our proof relies on a conjecture regarding the hardness of estimating Born rule probabilities to within a small multiplicative factor for a substantial fraction of randomly chosen circuits from C PROD . This average case hardness conjecture (which we formulate explicitly as Conjecture 1) is a strengthening of the worst case hardness of multiplicative precision estimation of probabilities associated with circuits from C PROD . Worst case hardness follows from an analogous argument to Theorem 5.1 of Ref. [16] .
Theorem 4.
If there exists an -simulator of C PROD and Conjecture 1 holds, then the polynomial hierarchy collapses to the third level.
The flow chart in Fig. 1 summarizes the main results in this paper by categorizing an given family of quantum circuits in terms of its computation power based on whether or not the circuit family admits certain properties related to simulability.
B. Discussion
We believe the results presented here can serve as a framework for a more structured and quantitative focus on the following question: "In terms of sampling problems (as opposed to decision problems), what makes quantum devices computationally more powerful than a classical probabilistic Turing machine?". Previous results make it clear that quantum phenomena such as negativity and contextuality play key roles in the super-classical computational power of quantum devices with respect to decision problems. This is evidenced by the apparent difficulty in constructing poly-boxes for such families of quantum circuits. In contrast, we see that there exist families of quantum circuits (e.g., C PROD ) that admit a poly-box (and as a corollary cannot solve any decision problem outside of BPP) but are nevertheless capable of demonstrating a quantum advantage over any classical device.
Our results show that any family of quantum circuits that both admits a classical poly-box and satisfies the poly-sparsity condition is in the complexity class SampP [34] . In light of the multiple known constructions of poly-boxes (see Refs. [2, 20, 21, 25, 35] ) over restricted families of quantum circuits, and in particular Ref. [25] , this is a substantial new contribution to the understanding of the computational power of these families of quantum circuits not only in terms of decision problems but more generally, i.e., in terms of sampling and search problems.
Our results may provide insight into related questions in BosonSampling. Interestingly, we note that due to an algorithm by Gurvits [6] (see also Ref. [36] ), the family of linear optical quantum circuits considered in the BosonSampling scenario admit additive polynomial precision estimators of individual outcome probabilities. However, there is no known poly-box over this family since it is currently unclear how to produce such estimators for the marginal probabilities. It is plausible that the non-poly-sparse linear optical networks admit poly-boxes despite the hardness of -simulation for these circuits, placing them in a similar category to C IQP and the Clifford circuit family C PROD .
II. DEFINING SIMULATION OF A QUANTUM COMPUTER
While there has been a breadth of recent results in the theory of simulation of quantum systems, this breadth has unfortunately been accompanied with a plethora of different notions of simulation. This variety brings with it challenges for comparing results. Consider the following results, which are all based on (often slightly) different notions of simulation. As a first example, the ability to perform strong simulation of certain classes of quantum circuits would imply a collapse of the polynomial hierarchy, while under a weaker (but arguably more useful) notion of simulation this collapse is only implied if additional mathematical conjectures hold true [7, 9] . As another example, Ref. [14] shows that the quantum complexity class BQP is contained in the second level of the polynomial hierarchy if there exist efficient classical probabilistic algorithms for sampling a particular outcome (from the quantum circuits considered) at a frequency that is exponentially close to the true quantum probability in terms of additive error (or polynomially close in terms of multiplicative error). As additional examples, Refs. [21, 25] present efficient classical algorithms for additive polynomial precision estimates of Born rule probabilities. While many such technical results are crucially sensitive to these distinctions in the meaning of simulation, there is a growing need to connect the choice of simulation definition used in a proof against (or for) efficient classical simulability to a statement about proofs of quantum advantage (or ability to practically classically solve a quantumly solvable problem). In particular, to the non-expert it can be unclear what the complexity of classical simulation (in each of the above mentioned notions of simulation) of a given quantum device says about the hardness of building a classical device that can efficiently solve the computational problems that are solvable by the quantum device.
In this section, we will introduce and discuss a meaningful notion of efficient simulation, which we callsimulation. Related notions of simulation have been used in prior works, e.g., in Refs. [7, 9, 20] . Further, this notion of simulation corresponds to the class of problems in complexity theory known as sampling problems. Here, we define -simulation and prove some of its properties. In particular, we will show that for a broad class of tests, -simulators are statistically indistinguishable from the quantum process that they simulate.
A. Strong and weak simulation
We note that every quantum circuit has an associated probability distribution that describes the statistics of the measurement outcomes. We will refer to this as the circuit's quantum probability distribution. As an example, Fig. 2 below depicts a quantum circuit. The output of running this circuit is a classical random variable X = (X 1 , . . . , X k ) that is distributed according to the quantum probability distribution. Two commonly used notions of simulation are strong simulation and weak simulation. A weak simulator of a quantum circuit generates samples from the circuit's quantum probability distribution. In the strict sense of the term, a weak simulator generates samples from the exact quantum probability distribution. Loosely, having a weak simulator for a quantum system is an equivalent resource to using the quantum system itself.
A strong simulator, in contrast, outputs probabilities or marginal probabilities associated with the quantum distributions. More specifically, a strong simulator of a circuit is a device that outputs the quantum probability of observing any particular outcome or the quantum probability of an outcome marginalized over one or more of the measurements. Note that a strong simulator requires an input specifying the event for which the probability of occurrence is required. Taking Fig. 2 as an example, a strong simulator could be asked to return the probability of observing the event (X 1 , X 2 ) = (1, 0), marginalized over the measurements 3 to k. The requirement that a strong simulator can also output estimates of marginals is weaker than requiring them to estimate the quantum probability associated with any event (subset of the outcome space).
While the names 'strong' and 'weak' simulation suggest that they are in some sense different magnitudes of the same type of thing, we note that these two types of simulation produce different types of output. In particular, a strong simulator outputs probabilities. (More specifically, it outputs exponential additive precision estimates of Born rule probabilities and their marginals.) In contrast a weak simulator outputs samples (from the exact target probability distribution).
B.
-simulation A weak simulator, which generates samples from the exact quantum probability distribution, is a very strict notion. Often, it would be sufficient to consider a simulator that generates samples from a distribution that is only sufficiently close to the quantum distribution, for some suitable measure of closeness. Such a relaxation of the requirement of weak simulation has been used by several authors, e.g., in Refs. [7, 9, 20] . Here, we define the notion of -simulation, which is a particular relaxation of the notion of weak simulation, and motivate its use.
We first define a notion of sampling from a distribution that is only close to a given distribution. Consider a discrete probability distribution P. Let B(P, ) denote the ball around the target P according to the L 1 distance (or equivalently, up to an irrelevant constant, the total variation distance). We define -sampling of a probability distribution P as follows: Definition 1. Let P be a discrete probability distribution. We say that a classical device or algorithm can −sample P iff for any > 0, it can sample from a probability distribution P ∈ B(P, ). In addition, its run-time should scale at most polynomially in 1/ .
We note that the use of the L 1 -norm in the above is motivated by the fact that the L 1 -norm provides lower bounds on the errors in a hypothesis test for distinguishing distributions. More details can be found in the proof of Theorem 1 in Appendix A.
The definition above does not require the device to sample from precisely the quantum probability distribution P, but rather allows it to sample from any probability distribution P which is in the ball around the target probability distribution, P. We note that the device or algorithm will in general take time (or other resources) that depends on the desired precision in order to output a sample, hence the efficiency requirement ensures that these resources scale at most polynomially in the precision 1/ .
Definition 2. We say that a classical device or algorithm can −simulate a quantum circuit if it can −sample from the circuit's associated output probability distribution P.
We note that each of the above mentioned notions of simulation refers to the simulation of a single quantum circuit. More generally, we may be interested in (strong, weak, or ) simulators of uniform families of quantum circuits. In this setting we can discuss the efficiency of a simulator with respect to n, the number of qubits 1 . As an example, consider a family of circuits described by a mapping from A * (finite strings over some finite alphabet A) to some set of quantum circuits C = {c a | a ∈ A * } where for each a ∈ A * , c a is a quantum circuit with some efficient description 2 given by the index a. In the case of strong (weak) simulation, we say that a device can efficiently strong (weak) simulate the family of quantum circuits C if the resources required by the device to strong (weak) simulate c a ∈ C are upper-bounded by a polynomial in n. In the case of -simulation, we require that the simulator be able to sample a distribution within distance of the quantum distribution efficiently in both n and 1/ . Definition 3. We say that a classical device or algorithm can −simulate a uniform family of quantum circuit C if for all > 0 and for any c ∈ C (with number of qubits n and quantum distribution P) it can sample from a probability distribution P ∈ B(P, ) in run-time O(poly(n, 1 )).
C. Motivating the definition of -simulation through hypothesis testing
As noted earlier, this definition ensures that -simulation is a weaker form of simulation than exact weak simulation. However, we point out that the notion of exact sampling may be weakened in a number of ways, with the -simulation approach being well suited to many applications related to quantum simulators. As an example, if the definition of simulation allowed for a fixed but small amount of deviation in L 1 distance (as opposed to one that can be made arbitrarily small) then computational power of a simulator will immediately be detectably compromised. The above notion of -simulation requires a polynomial scaling between the precision (1/ ) of the approximate sampling and the time taken to produce a sample. Below (Theorem 1), we will use a statistical indistinguishability argument to show that a polynomial scaling is precisely what should be demanded from a simulator. In particular, we will show that a run-time which scales sub-polynomially in 1/ puts unnecessarily strong demands on a simulator while a super-polynomial run-time would allow the simulator's output to be statistically distinguishable from the output of the device it simulates.
We now introduce the hypothesis testing scenario we consider.
Hypothesis testing scenario. Suppose Alice possesses a quantum computer capable of running a (possibly non-universal) family of quantum circuits C, and Bob has some simulation scheme for C (whether it's an -simulator is to be decided). Further, suppose that a referee with unbounded computational power will request data from either Alice or Bob and run a test that aims to decide between the hypotheses:
The requested data came from Alice's quantum computer or
The requested data came from Bob's simulator. The setup will be as follows: At the start of the test, one of Alice or Bob will be randomly appointed as "the candidate". Without knowing their identity, the referee will then enter into a finite length interactive protocol with the candidate (see Fig 3) . Each round of the protocol will involve the referee sending a circuit description to the candidate requesting the candidate to run the circuit and return the outcome. The choice of requests by the referee may depend on all prior requests and data returned by the candidate. The rules by which the referee:
1. chooses the circuit requested in each round, 2. chooses to stop making further circuit requests and 3. decides on H a versus H b given the collected data define the hypothesis test. The goal of the referee is as follows. For any given δ > 0 decide H a versus H b such that P correct ≥ 1 2 + δ where P correct is the probability of deciding correctly. Bob's goal is to come up with a (δ-dependent) strategy for responding to the referee's requests such that it jointly achieves:
• indistinguishablity: for any δ > 0 and for any test that the referee applies, P correct < 1 2 + δ and • efficiency: for every choice of circuit request sequence α, Bob must be able to execute his strategy using resources which are O(poly(N (α), 1 δ )) where N (α) is the resource cost incurred by Alice for the same circuit request sequence.
We note that the referee can always achieve a success probability P correct = 1 2 simply by randomly guessing H a or H b . We will show that if Bob has an -simulator then there exists a strategy for Bob such that he jointly achieves indistinguishablity (i.e. the referee cannot improve on a random guess by any fixed probability δ > 0) and efficiency.
The efficiency requirement imposed on Bob's strategy is with respect to the resource cost incurred by Alice. Here we will define what this means and justify the rationale behind this requirement. Let us first note that for any circuit c a ∈ C, there are resource costs R(c a ) incurred by Alice in order to run this circuit. This may be defined by any quantity as long as this quantity is upper and lower-bounded by some polynomial in the number of qubits. For example, R(c a ) may be defined by run-time, number of qubits, number of elementary gates, number of qubits plus gates plus measurement, length of circuit description etc. Since this quantity is polynomially equivalent to the number of qubits, without loss of generality, we can treat n a (the number of qubits used in circuit c a ) as the measure of Alice's resource cost R(c a ). We now note that for a given test, the referee may request outcome data from some string of circuits c 1 , . . . , c m ∈ C. Thus we define the resource cost for Alice to meet this request by N := n 1 + . . . + n m .
Bob's resource cost (run-time) with respect to each circuit c a ∈ C is polynomially dependent on both n a and the inverse of his choice of accuracy parameter . Thus, Bob's strategy is defined by the rules by which he chooses j , the accuracy parameter for his response in the j th round 3 . Thus, for a given sequence of circuit requests a 1 , . . . , a m ∈ A * , Bob will incur a resource cost T = t 1 + . . . + t m where t j ∼ poly(n aj , 1/ j ) is Bob's resource in the j th round. Thus the efficiency condition requires that there exists some polynomial f (x, y) such that for all δ > 0 and for all possible request sequences α = (a 1 , . . . , a m ),
The efficiency requirement imposed on Bob's strategy thus naturally requires that the resource costs of Alice and Bob be polynomial equivalent for the family of tests that the referee can apply. Theorem 1. Bob has an -simulator of Alice's quantum computer if and only if given the hypothesis testing scenario considered above, there exists a strategy for Bob which jointly achieves indistinguishablity and efficiency.
The proof for this theorem can be found in Appendix A. We briefly highlight some conclusions for each direction of the "if and only if" statement. Loosely, the "only if" component of the theorem says that, up to polynomial equivalence, an −simulator of a family of quantum circuits C is no less useful than having access to C itself. This is because any observable consequence of this difference could be used by the referee to decide between H a and H b . We note that this extends to implying that for all C there is an equivalence in the computational power of Bob (given an -simulator of C) and Alice (given C). This can be seen by noting that, despite having unbounded computational power, the referee cannot assign any computational task to the candidate to observe a consequence that will help decide between H a and H b .
We note the similarity between the efficient indistinguishability condition and the condition of meeting the -simulation definition. We thus note the following interpretation to the "only if" component of Theorem 1: Given a uniform family of quantum circuits C and a family of quantum circuits C which is generated from C by any set of uniform rules (analogous to the referee's rules for choosing the sequence of circuit requests), then a device or algorithm is an -simulator of C only if it is an -simulator of C . Thus, the notion of -simulation is robust to modifications of the family of quantum circuits by classical procedures.
In terms of relating the definition of simulation to efficient indistinguishability, the "only if" component of the theorem says that meeting the definition of -simulator is sufficient for achieving efficient indistinguishability while the "if" component of the theorem says that meeting the definition of -simulator is necessary for achieving efficient indistinguishability. Thus, the notion of simulation cannot be weakened any further without compromising efficient indistinguishability.
III. PROBABILITY ESTIMATION
As described in the previous section, a weak simulator produces outcomes sampled from the exact Born rule probability distribution associated with a quantum circuit. The notion of -simulation is a strictly weaker notion of simulation, and so one may not require the full power of a weak simulator to performsimulation of a quantum circuit. In this paper, we describe an approach to -simulation of quantum circuits based on two components: first, estimating Born rule probabilities for specific outcomes of a quantum circuit to a specified precision, and then using such estimates to construct a simulator. In this section, we describe this first component, coined a poly-box. In the next section, we employ such an estimator to construct an -simulator under certain conditions.
A. Estimation of Born rule probabilities
Consider the description c = {ρ, U, M} of some ideal quantum circuit, with ρ an initial state, U = U L U L−1 · · · U 1 a sequence of unitary gates, and M a set of measurement operators (e.g., projectors). Associated with the measurement M = {E x | x ∈ {0, 1} k } is a set of possible measurement outcomes x ∈ {0, 1} k . The Born rule gives us the exact quantum predictions associated with observing any particular outcome x:
Further, probabilities associated with events S ⊆ {0, 1} k are given by:
When discussing poly-boxes, we will be interested in the restricted set of events S ∈ {0, 1, •} k . We use this notation to indicate the set of all specific outcomes and marginals. Specifically, S ∈ {0, 1, •} k is a subset of {0, 1} k where • is a "wild card" single qubit measurement outcome and hence is consistent with both a 0 and a 1 element. For example, S = (0, numbered j 1 , . . . , j m ) produce either a 0 or a 1 measurement outcome. The probability corresponding to such an event S is the marginal probability associated with observing the outcome bit-string x 1 , . . . , x k−m on the qubits numbered i 1 , . . . , i k−m marginalized over the qubits j 1 , . . . , j m .
The task of calculating or even estimating these probabilities efficiently is of great practical interest, but is known to be hard for general quantum circuits even for rather inaccurate levels of estimation.
One way to generate such random variables is by using the quantum system itself. Given access to a quantum circuit c a , we may wish to estimate p = P a (x). In this example, we can construct the estimatorp s by independently running the circuit s times. On each of the runs i = 1, . . . , s, we observe if the outcome is x (in this case, X i = 1) or if the outcome is not x (in this case,
Rather than using the quantum system to generate samples, the more interesting case is when one has a classical algorithm that yields an estimator for a class of quantum circuits. There are many such examples; before considering them, we first articulate what properties make for a 'good' estimator. This leads us to the notion of a poly-box.
B. The poly-box: generating an additive polynomial precision estimate
We first fix some terminology regarding the precision of as estimator, and how this precision scales with resources. We say that an estimatorp s of p is additive ( , δ)-precision if:
We say thatp s is multiplicative ( , δ)-precision if:
In the case where p ≤ 1 is a probability, a multiplicative precision estimator is more accurate than an additive precision estimator. For any estimator based on the Monte Carlo type of approach described above, there is a polynomial (typically linear) resource cost associated with the number of samples s. For example, the time taken to computep s will scale polynomially in s. More generally, s may represent some resource invested in computing the estimatorp s such as the computation run-time. For this reason, we may wish to classify additive/multiplicative ( , δ)-precision estimators by how s scales with 1/ and 1/δ. We say thatp s is an additive polynomial precision estimator of p if there exists a polynomial f (x, y) such that for all , δ > 0,p s is an additive ( , δ)-precision estimator for all s ≥ f ( −1 , log δ −1 ). We say thatp s is a multiplicative polynomial precision estimator of p if there exists a polynomial f (x, y) such that for all , δ > 0,p s is a multiplicative ( , δ)-precision estimator for all s ≥ f ( −1 , δ −1 ). A useful class of polynomial additive precision estimators is given by application of the Hoeffding inequality. Supposep 1 resides in some interval [a, b] and is an unbiased estimator of p. Letp s be defined as the average of s independent observations ofp 1 . Then, by the Hoeffding inequality, we have:
for all > 0. We note that for s(
,p s is an additive ( , δ)-precision estimator of p. With this observation, we see that additive polynomial precision estimators can always be constructed from unbiased estimators residing in a bounded interval.
Using the Hoeffding inequality, it is easy to show that the Born rule probability estimatorp s constructed in the example above is an additive polynomial precision estimator of p.
Given a family of quantum circuits C, we will be interested in constructing an -simulator of C using estimates of Born rule probabilities associated with circuits in C. For this purpose it is practical to define a poly-box over C.
Definition 4. (poly-box).
A poly-box over a family of quantum circuits C = {c a | a ∈ A * } with associated family of probability distributions P = {P a | a ∈ A * } is a classical algorithm that, for all a ∈ A * , , δ > 0 and S ∈ {0, 1, •} kn , can be used to compute an estimatep of P a (S) such thatp satisfies the accuracy requirement:
and, the run-time required to compute the estimatep is O(poly(n, −1 , log δ −1 )).
Eq. 6, gives an upper bound on the probability that the computed estimate,p, is far from the target quantity. This probability is over the potential randomness in the process used to generate the estimatep. In addition we implicitly assume that the output of this process is independent of prior output. In particular, let α = (a, , δ, S) be an input into a poly-box andp α the observed output. Then, we implicitly assume that the probability distribution ofp α only depends on the choice of input α and in particular is independent of prior output.
Note that a poly-box over a family of quantum circuits C = {c a | a ∈ A * } with associated family of probability distributions P = {P a | a ∈ A * } is a classical algorithm that can be used to compute additive polynomial precision estimatorsp s of P a (S) for all a ∈ A * , s ∈ N, S ∈ {0, 1, •} kn efficiently in s and n. Whether or not a family of quantum circuits C admits a poly-box has bearing on both the complexity of sampling problems and decision problems solvable by C, and so we will find that the notion of a poly-box is a useful concept. As we will show in Theorems 3 and 2 respectively, a poly-box over C is necessary for the existence of an -simulator over C and, combined with an additional requirement, it is also sufficient. In addition, we note that if C admits a poly-box then all "generalized decision problems" solvable by C are solvable within BPP. As an illustrative but unlikely example, suppose there exists a classical poly-box over a universal quantum circuit family C univ . Then, for any instance x of a decision problem L in BQP, there is a quantum circuit c a ∈ C univ that decides if x ∈ L (correctly on at least 2/3 of the runs), simply by outputting the decision "x ∈ L" when the first qubit measurement outcome is 1 on a single run of c a and conversely, outputting the decision "x ∈ L" when the first qubit measurement outcome is 0. We note that, in order to decide if x ∈ L one does not need the full power of an -simulator over C univ . In fact it is sufficient to only have access to the poly-box over C univ . Given a poly-box over C univ , one can request an ( , δ)-precision estimatep for the probability p that the sampled outcome from c a is in S = (1, •, . . . , •). For < 1/6 and δ < 1/3, one may decide "x ∈ L" ifp ≥ 1/2 and "x ∈ L" otherwise. This will result in the correct decision with probability ≥ 2/3 as required. A poly-box over C offers the freedom to choose any S ∈ {0, 1, •} n which can in general be used to define a broader class of decision problems. Of course in the case of C univ , this freedom cannot be exploited because for every choice of a and S = (1, •, . . . , •), there is a alternative easily computable choice of a such that the probability that a run of c a ∈ C univ results in an outcome in (1, •, . . . , •) is identical to probability that a run of c a ∈ C univ results in an outcome in S.
C. Examples of poly-boxes
Poly-boxes from quasiprobability representations
There are a number of known algorithms for constructing poly-boxes over certain non-universal families of quantum circuits [2, 20, 21, 25, 35] . In particular, we focus on the algorithm presented in Ref. [25] , which can be used to construct a poly-box over any family of quantum circuits C where the negativity of quantum circuits grows at most polynomially in the circuit size. We refer the interested reader to Ref. [25] for a definition of the negativity of a quantum circuit, but note that this quantity depends on the initial state, sequence of unitaries and the final POVM measurement that defines the circuit. For general quantum circuits, the negativity can grow exponentially in both the number of qudits and the depth of the circuit.
A key application of this approach is to Clifford circuits. In odd dimensions, stabilizer states, Clifford gates, and measurements in the computational basis do not contribute to the negativity of a Monte Carlo based estimator. Non-Clifford but efficiently describable operators, including product state preparations or measurements that are not stabilizer states, or non-Clifford gates such as the T gate, may contribute to the negativity of the circuit. Nonetheless, these non-Clifford operations can be accommodated within the poly-box provided that the total negativity is bounded polynomially. In addition, a poly-box exists for such circuits even in the case where the negativity of the initial state, or of the measurement, is exponential [25] .
A poly-box over CPROD
As a nontrivial example of a class of Clifford circuits for which there exists a poly-box, consider the family of circuits C PROD for which the n-qubit input state ρ is an arbitrary product state 4 (with potentially exponential negativity [25] ), transformations are non-adaptive Clifford unitary gates, and measurements are of k ≤ n qubits in the computational basis. Such a circuit family has been considered by Jozsa and Van den Nest [37] , where it was referred to as INPROD, OUTMANY, NON-ADAPT. This circuit family will be useful in our hardness results presented in Section V. Aaronson and Gottesman [2] provide the essential details of a poly-box for this family of circuits; for completeness, we present an explicit poly-box for C PROD in the following Lemma.
Lemma 1.
A classical poly-box exists for the Clifford circuit family C PROD .
Proof. Give an arbitrary circuit c = {ρ, U, M} ∈ C PROD and an event S ∈ {0, 1, •} n we construct an estimator p s of the probability P(S) as follows:
Π i be the projector corresponding to S. Here, we set:
if the i th entry of S is 0
if the i th entry of S is 1
2. For each i where the i th entry of S is not •, Π i = I±Z 2 . In these cases, define a local Pauli operator P i by sampling either I or ±Z with equal probability. For each i where the i th entry of S is a •, we deterministically set P i = I.
3. We construct the n-qubit Pauli operator P := ⊗ n i=1 P i , (including its sign ±). 4. Using the Gottesman-Knill theorem [2] , we compute the Pauli operator P = ⊗ n i=1 P i := U † P U .
5.
We compute the single sample estimatep 1 using the equation:
6. We compute the estimatorp s by computing s independent single sample estimates and taking their average.
It is straightforward to show that the expectation value ofp s is the target quantum probability p := P(S). Further, the single sample estimates are bounded in the interval [−1, 1]. Hence, by the Hoeffding inequality,
This algorithm can be executed efficiently in s and in n and produces additive polynomial precision estimates of P(S) for any circuit c ∈ C PROD and any S ∈ {0, 1, •} n and is thus a poly-box.
A poly-box over CIQP
As an additional example, we note that C IQP , the family of Instantaneous Quantum Polynomial-time (IQP) quantum circuits [8, 9, 38, 39] that consist of computational basis preparation and measurements with all gates diagonal in the X basis admits a poly-box. One can construct such a poly-box over C IQP by noting that Proposition 5 from Ref. [32] gives a closed form expression for all Born rule probabilities and marginals of these circuits [40] . This expression:
is an expectation value over 2 k vectors in Z n 2 where: • {i 1 , . . . , i k } are the set of indices where the entries of S are in {0, 1};
• s ∈ Z n 2 is defined by s i = S i when i ∈ {i 1 , . . . , i k } and s i = 0 otherwise; • P r is the affinification of the m × n binary matrix P which defines a Hamiltonian of the IQP circuit constructed from Pauli X operators according to
• α(P, θ) is the normalized version of the weight enumerator polynomial (evaluated at e −2iθ ) of the code generated by the columns of P .
We note that this is an expectation over exponentially many terms which have their real part bounded in the interval [−1, 1]. Further, for each r, the quantity α P r , π 4 can be evaluated efficiently using Vertigan's algorithm [41] and Ref. [32] . As such, one can construct an additive polynomial precision estimator for all Born rule probabilities and marginals simply by evaluating the expression:
for polynomially many independent uniformly randomly chosen r ∈ span { e i | i ∈ {i 1 , . . . , i k }} and computing the average over all choices. This can be shown to produce a poly-box by application of the Hoeffding inequality.
IV. FROM ESTIMATION TO SIMULATION
With a poly-box, one can efficiently estimate Born rule probabilities of outcomes of a quantum circuit with additive precision. However, a poly-box alone is not a simulator. We illustrate this using a simple but somewhat contrived example, wherein an encoding into a large number of qubits is used to obscure the computational power of sampling from the poly-box [42] .
A. A poly-box is not sufficient for -simulation
Define a family of quantum circuits C e using a universal quantum computer as an oracle as follows:
1. take as input a quantum circuit description a ∈ A * (this is a description of some quantum circuit with n qubits); 2. call the oracle to output a sample outcome from this quantum circuit. Label the first bit of the outcome by X;
3. sample an n-bit string Y ∈ {0, 1} n uniformly at random;
, where Par(Y ) is the parity function on the input bit-string Y .
We note that C e cannot admit an -simulator unless BQP⊆BPP, since simple classical post processing reduces the -simulator over C e to an -simulator over universal quantum circuits restricted to a single qubit measurement.
We now show that C e admits a poly-box:
1. take as input a ∈ A * , , δ > 0 and S ∈ {0, 1, •} n+1 . Our poly-box will output probability estimates that are deterministically within of the target probabilities and hence we can set δ = 0; 2. if S specifies a marginal probability i.e. k < n + 1, then the poly-box outputs the estimate 2 −k (where k is the number of non-marginalized bits in S); otherwise, (a) small case: if < 1/2 n , explicitly compute the quantum probability p := P r(X = 1);
(b) large case: if ≥ 1/2 n , output the probability 2 −(n+1) as a guess.
This algorithm is not only a poly-box over C e but it in fact outputs probability estimates that have exponentially small precision.
Lemma 2. For all a ∈ A * , > 0 and S ∈ {0, 1, •} n , the above poly-box can output estimates within additive error of the target probability using O(poly(n, 1/ )) resources. Further, the absolute difference between estimate and target probabilities will be ≤ min 2 −(n+1) , .
Proof. We note that the resource cost of this algorithm is O(poly(n, 1/ )). Since in the case of small it is O(poly(2 n )) ⊆ O(poly(1/ )) and in the case of large it is O(n). We now consider the machine's precision by considering the case with no marginalization and the case with marginalization separately. We restrict the below discussion to the large case as the estimates are exact in the alternate case.
Let z = (z 0 , . . . , z n ) ∈ {0, 1} n+1 be fixed and define z := (z 1 , . . . , z n ). Then,
So for S = z (i.e. no marginalization), we have an error given by max
For the case where S i = • (i.e. there is marginalization over the i th bit only and k = n), we note that the quantum marginal probability p(S) is given exactly by:
where z j := S j for j = i. This argument can be seen to imply that for all k < n + 1, the quantum probability is exactly 2 −k . Thus, in the worst case (no marginalization and ≥ 2 −n ), the error is ≤ 2 −(n+1) .
This example clearly demonstrates that the existence of a poly-box for a class of quantum circuits is not sufficient for -simulation. In the following, we highlight the role of the sparsity of the output distribution in providing, together with a poly-box, a sufficient condition for -simulation.
B. Sparsity and sampling
Despite the fact that in general the existence of a poly-box for some family C does not imply the existence of an -simulator for C, for some quantum circuit families, a poly-box suffices. Here, we show that one can construct an -simulator for a family of quantum circuits C provided that there exists a poly-box over C and that the family of probability distributions corresponding to C satisfy an additional constraint on the sparsity of possible outcomes. We begin by reviewing several results from Schwarz and Van den Nest [28] regarding sparse distributions. In Ref. [28] , they define the following property of discrete probability distributions:
Definition 5. ( -approximately t-sparse).
A discrete probability distribution is t-sparse if at most t outcomes have a non-zero probability of occurring. A discrete probability distribution is -approximately t-sparse if it has a L 1 distance less than or equal to from some t-sparse distribution.
The lemma below is a (slightly weakened) restatement of Theorem 11 from Ref. [28] .
Lemma 3. (Theorem 11 of Ref. [28] ). Let P be a distribution on {0, 1} k that satisfies the following conditions:
1. P is promised to be -approximately t-sparse, where ≤ 1/6; 2. For all S ∈ {0, 1, •} k , there exists an (s, k)−efficient randomized classical algorithm for sampling from p s , an additive polynomial estimator of P(S).
Then it is possible to classically sample from a probability distribution P ∈ B(P, 12 + δ) efficiently in k, t, −1 and log δ −1 .
We note that for every discrete probability distribution P, there is some unique minimal function t( ) such that for all ≥ 0, P is −approximately t−sparse. We note that if this function is upper-bounded by a polynomial in −1 , then a randomized classical algorithm for sampling from estimators of P(S) can be extended to a randomized classical algorithm for sampling from some probability distribution P ∈ B(P, ) efficiently in −1 . This fact motivates the following definition:
Definition 6. (poly-sparse) Let P be a discrete probability distribution. We say that P is poly-sparse if there exists a polynomial P (x) such that for all > 0, P is -approximately t-sparse whenever t ≥ P ( 1 ).
Let P be a family of probability distributions with P a ∈ P a distribution over {0, 1} ka . We say that P is poly-sparse if there exists a polynomial P (x) such that for all > 0 and a ∈ A * , P a is -approximately t-sparse whenever t ≥ P (k a / ).
The notion of poly-sparse is related to the notion of smooth max entropy H max . In particular, P is poly-sparse iff there exists a number d ∈ N for every P ∈ P with domain cardinality 2 n , such that we have:
C. Conditions for -simulation
With this notion of output distributions that are poly-sparse, we are in a position to state our main theorem of this section: Theorem 2. Let C be a family of quantum circuits with a corresponding family of probability distributions P. Suppose there exists a poly-box over C, and that P is poly-sparse. Then, there exists an -simulator of C.
Proof. Let a ∈ A
* and > 0 be arbitrary. Then there exist t = t(a, ) such that P a is -approximately t-sparse. Further, due to the existence of the efficient classical poly-box over C, for all S ∈ {0, 1, •} ka , there exists an (s, k a )−efficient randomized classical algorithm for sampling from an additive polynomial estimator of P a (S). Thus by Lemma 3, it is possible to classically sample from a probability distribution P a ∈ B(P a , ) efficiently in −1 , t and k a . We note that here we have removed the dependence on δ since we can make δ ≤ whilst remaining efficient in −1 , t and k a . Finally, since poly-sparsity guarantees the existence of a t(a, ) that can be upper-bounded by a polynomial in ka , we arrive at the desired result.
As an example, consider families of quantum circuits C where each circuit of size n can only produce outcomes from some set of size at most poly(n). Then C is poly-sparse (even if the output distributions are uniform over the poly(n) sized support). Hence, if C also admits a poly-box, then by Thm. 2 one can with high probability repeatedly sample from this space of poly(n) outcomes hidden within a exponentially large space of bit-strings.
We have shown that having a poly-box and a poly-sparsity guarantee for a family of quantum circuits gives us a -simulator. We emphasize that this approach allows for the -simulation of families of quantum circuits for which no known weak simulation method exists. Specifically, by combining the results from Ref. [25] with the above theorem, we conclude that any family of quantum circuits C that both:
1. has negativity that is polynomially bounded in circuit size; and 2. has an associated family of probability distributions which is poly-sparse; can be -simulated.
We emphasize that the proof of this Theorem is constructive, and allows for new simulation results for families of quantum circuits for which it was not previously known if they were efficiently simulable. As an example, our results can be straightforwardly used to show that Clifford circuits with sparse outcome distributions and with small amounts of local unitary (non-Clifford) noise, as described in Ref. [21] , are -simulable.
D. Necessity of a poly-box
We have shown that the existence of a poly-box over a poly-sparse family of quantum circuits is sufficient for -simulation. We point out that the existence of a poly-box is also a necessary condition for -simulation.
Proof. We note that given an -simulator of C, a poly-box over C can be constructed in the obvious way simply by observing the frequency with which the -simulator outputs outcomes in S and using this observed frequency as the estimator for P(S).
In summary, the results of Thms. 2 and 3 imply that in order to construct an -simulator of any particular family of quantum circuits, it is necessary to construct a poly-box and further, if the family is poly-sparse, this is also sufficient. In Sec. IV A, we also showed that there exists a somewhat artificial family of quantum circuits C e with respect to which a poly-box is insufficient for -simulation. In the next section, we show that this phenomenon also occurs with much more natural families of quantum circuits.
V. HARDNESS RESULTS
In the previous section, we have shown that one can construct an -simulator for a family of quantum circuits C given a poly-box for this family together with a promise of poly-sparsity of the corresponding probability distribution. We also discussed a contrived construction of a family of quantum circuits that admits a poly-box but is not -simulable. In this section, we provide strong evidence (dependent only on standard complexity assumptions and a variant of the now somewhat commonly used [7, 9, 10, 12, 16, 33] "average case hardness" conjecture) that the poly-sparsity condition is necessary even for natural families of quantum circuits. One such family has already been identified by noting that C IQP admits a poly-box and is hard to -simulate [9] . Here, we also show the hardness of -simulating the non-poly-sparse Clifford circuit family C PROD (defined in Sec. III). These results mean that there exist quantum circuits where the probability of individual outcomes and marginals can be efficiently estimated, but due to the vast number of relevant outcomes the system cannot be efficiently simulated.
Our hardness result for classical -simulation of C PROD closely follows the structure of several similar results, and in particular that of the IQP circuits result of Ref. [9] . Despite the existence of a poly-box over C PROD , we show that there cannot exist a classical -simulator of this family unless the the polynomial hierarchy collapses to the third level. We note that the hardness of exact weak simulation of C PROD was shown in Ref. [37] . In contrast here we show the hardness of -simulation for this family. Our proof relies on a conjecture regarding the hardness of estimating Born rule probabilities to within a small multiplicative factor for a substantial fraction of randomly chosen circuits from C PROD . This average case hardness conjecture is a strengthening of the worst case hardness of multiplicative precision estimation of probabilities associated with circuits from C PROD .
The hardness of −simulating C PROD circuits is shown by first noting that the existence of a classicalsimulator implies, via the application of the Stockmeyer approximate counting algorithm [43] , the existence of an algorithm (in the third level of the PH) for estimating the probabilities associated with the output distribution of the -simulator to within a multiplicative factor. These estimates can then be related to estimates of the exact quantum probabilities by noting two points:
1. that the deviation between the -simulator's probability of outputting a particular outcome and that of the exact quantum probability will be exponentially small for the vast majority of outcomes. We show this fact using Markov's inequality.
2. that a significant portion of outcomes associated with randomly chosen circuit in C PROD must have outcome probabilities larger than a constant fraction of 2 −n . We show this property using our proof that these circuits anti-concentrate.
These observations are combined to show that if there exists an -simulator of C PROD , then there exists a classical algorithm (in the third level of the PH) that can estimate Born rule outcome probabilities to within a multiplicative factor for almost 50% of circuits sampled from C PROD . This is in contradiction with Conjecture 1 thus implying that an -simulator does not exist.
Proof. We use the unitary 2-design property of the Clifford group.
where P Sym = 1 2 (1 + SWAP) is the projection onto the symmetric subspace of C 2 n ⊗ C 2 n . We use the Paley-Zygmund inequality, which states that for a non-negative random variable R with finite variance, and for any α ∈ (0, 1):
Application of this inequality with Eqs. (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) then gives the desired result.
C. Hardness theorem
We are now in a position to prove our main theorem: Proof. Assuming there exists an -simulator of C PROD , we can treat the -simulator as a deterministic Turing machine with a random input. Let T be the Turing machine that takes as an input > 0 (representing the L 1 error required), r ∈ {0, 1} poly(n/ ) (representing the random bit-string) and d c ∈ A poly(n) (representing an efficient description of an n qubit circuit c ∈ C PROD ) and outputs an outcome X ∈ {0, 1} k with the correct statistics (over uniformly random r inputs) up to in L 1 distance in time poly(n, 1/ ). That is, the output satisfies:
where p x := P r(X = x) is the probability of observing outcome x on a single run of the quantum circuit c and p x := P r r∼unif (X = x) is the probability of observing outcome x on a single run of the Turing machine T for a uniformly distributed random r and fixed , d c inputs. We now note that the problem of computing the proportion p x of bit-strings r that result in T ( , r, d c ) = x is a problem in #P. Thus, the Stockmeyer algorithm gives us a means of estimating p x to within a multiplicative error in the complexity class FBPP NP . More precisely, there exists an algorithm in FBPP NP which will output an estimatep x such that:
Thus we have that for all c and for all x:
We note that the expectation value of |p x − p x | over random choice of x ∼ unif({0, 1} k ) is upper-bounded by 2 −n . That is:
Restricting our attention to circuits in C PROD where all of the qubits are measured i.e. k = n, we have:
We apply Markov's inequality, which states that for R a non-negative random variable and γ > 0:
we have that for all β > 0:
That is:
Applying this to the upper bound in eq. 25, we find that for all β > 0:
For any fixed choices of α ∈ (0, 1), β, > 0, let us define the following events:
• Event A:
By eq. 15, we have P r
and by eq. 30, we have P r . This immediately implies the following:
This can be further simplified by incorporating the randomness over x into the uniform randomness over the Clifford unitaries. Specifically, let y ∈ {0, 1} n be arbitrarily fixed. Further, let U x := ⊗ n i=1 X xi . Then, noting that for all n qubit Cliffords V :
where probabilities over U x are chosen uniformly over all x ∈ {0, 1} n . Applying this to eq. 31 we find that for all y ∈ {0, 1} n and for all n qubit product states ρ;
We recall that for an -simulator, > 0 can be made polynomially small efficiently in run-time and n. Thus, as an example, we may assign the following scaling to α, β, :
This argument shows that the existence of an -simulator of C PROD implies that there exists and algorithm in ∆ p 3 that can for any fixed product states ρ and measurement outcomes x ∈ {0, 1} n , output an O(1/n) multiplicative precision estimate of p x := T r(U ρU † |x x|) for almost 50% of randomly uniformly chosen Clifford unitaries U acting on n qubits. That is:
By conjecture 1, this is #P-hard. This implies that a #P-hard problem is solved in FBPP NP . By Toda's theorem [46] , this collapses the polynomial hierarchy to its third level.
The figure above shows the interactive protocol between the referee and the candidate. In each round of the protocol, the referee send a circuit description to the candidate. This circuit description is in general given by applying any fixed (possibly stochastic) map to all of the prior data collected by the referee. The candidates responses (Ỹ ) may depend only on the circuit request from the current round and the round number. When the candidate is known to be Alice or Bob, we will represent the variables corresponding toỸ andX by Y and X or Y and X respectively.
Proof. We now prove each direction of the "if and only if" statement of Theorem 1. "⇒" Here, we assume that Bob's simulation scheme is an -simulator over C and explicitly specify a strategy for Bob which simultaneously achieves indistinguishability and efficiency. Bob's strategy will be as follows; if he becomes the candidate, then in the j th round of the protocol, he will be asked to report the outcome of running some circuit indexed by a j ∈ A * . In this case, Bob will -simulate the circuit c aj with the precision setting given by:
We note that Bob's strategy is independent of the referee's test. Further, we note that for all m ∈ N:
We define the map E[X, X ] from any pair of random variables X with probability distribution P and X with probability distribution P to R as the L 1 distance between P and P .
We will show that for every test, the quantity on the LHS of eq. A1 upper bounds E[X m , X m ]. Hence:
P r(Y a(Xj ) = β|X j = α)P r(X j = α) − P r(Y a(X j ) = β|X j = α)P r(X j = α) (A3) = α,β |P r(Y a(Xj ) = β|X j = α)P r(X j = α) − P r(Y a(Xj ) = β|X j = α)P r(X j = α)
+ P r(Y a(Xj ) = β|X j = α)P r(X j = α) − P r(Y a(X j ) = β|X j = α)P r(X j = α)| (A5) ≤ α,β P r(Y a(Xj ) = β|X j = α) |P r(X = α) − P r(X = α)| (A6) + α,β P r(X j = α) P r(Y a(Xj ) = β|X j = α) − P r(Y a(X j ) = β|X j = α) (A7)
where the sums are taken over α in the support ofX j and β in ∪ a∈A * supp(Ỹ a ).
We note that the precision of Bob's response in any round only depends on the round number. Thus, Eq. (A8) can be simplified by making the replacement E[Y a(α) , Y a(α) ] → j+1 . Combined with the observation that E[X 1 , X 1 ] = 1 , we have shown that:
This proves that Bob's strategy meets the indistinguishibility property. We now consider the efficiency of the strategy. We recall that given a circuit request sequence α, Alice's and Bob's resource costs are represented by N (α) and T (α) respectively.
By definition of -simulation, there exists κ, c 1 , c 2 ∈ N such that for a given circuit index a, and precision , T 
where:
• in eq. A12 we have used the fact that N (a j ) ≥ 1 for all j hence the expression is maximized when α is chosen such that N (a j ) = 1 for j = 1, . . . , m − 1 and N (a m ) = N (a 1 ) + . . . + N (a m ) − (m − 1)
• in eq. A13 we have used integration to show the inequality for any k ∈ N; m j=1 j k < ( "⇐": We restrict ourselves to interactive protocols consisting of only one round. For each fixed circuit request, under the optimal choice of the decision map d, δ ∝ hence for all c ∈ C and for all > 0, Bob must be able to sample from some distribution P ∈ B(P, ). Further, since Bob's strategy meets the efficiency condition, for every a ∈ A * , Bob must be able to output the sample using resources ∈ O poly(N (a), and, the run-time required to compute the estimatep is O(poly(n, log −1 , log δ −1 )).
We point out that much like a poly-box, a strong simulator outputs estimates of Born probabilities. The key difference is that the precision of a strong simulator is exponential compared to the polynomial precision of a poly-box. In particular, for any polynomial f , a strong simulator can (efficiently in n) output estimates such that e.q. B1 is satisfied for ∈ Ω(2 −f (n) ) (as opposed to a poly-box which generally requires ∈ Ω(1/f (n))). Hence, we note that the only difference between the definition of a strong simulator and that of a poly-box is the scaling of run-time in .
Theorem 5. Let C be a uniform family of quantum circuits. If C admits a strong simulator, then C admits an -simulator.
Before proving this theorem, we introduce an algorithm that uses output from a strong simulator to approximately sample from the output distribution of a circuit i.e. to produce output consistent with the definition of an -simulator. Without loss of generality, let c ∈ C be an arbitrary n qubit circuit with all n qubits measured. We will denote the quantum probabilities by p S and the output of the strong simulator by p ,δ S suppressing the dependence on c. To give a rough intuition, the algorithm will first sample a polynomial length bit-stringr which will be mapped to a probability r ∈ [0, 1]. This value will remain fixed and be used throughout the algorithm until a sampleX is generated from the approximate output distribution. This sample will be the output of the -simulator upon a single execution with the input ( , c). The sampleX = (X 1 , . . . ,X n ) will be generated by sampling one bit at a time starting withX 1 . The choice of the j th bitX j is based on the comparisons between the output of the strong simulator p ,δ S and the probability r. This n step process will require n calls to the strong simulator where in each call, the only variation in the inputs is the events S j . Each event S j will be chosen based on the previously sampled valuesX 1 , . . . ,X j−1 .
The algorithm will proceed as follows:
such that given a strong simulator of C, the above algorithm can be executed in run-time O(poly(n, −1 )) and produce outputX from a distributionP satisfyingP ∈ B(P, ).
We note that the probability distribution over x ∈ {0, 1} n defines a partitioning (up to sets of measure zero) of the unit interval into 2 n intervals 6 V x labeled by x such that the uniform measure on these intervals corresponds to the quantum probability of outcome x. That is, we fix the partitioning such that for all x ∈ {0, 1} n :
To be specific, we can define V 
